The Altus™ table system provides just the
right combination of flexibility, durability
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and affordability to meet current needs
and allow for future changes. Altus™ is a
functional, reliable and attractive laboratory workstation at competitive price.

Highly Adaptable - Flexible for changing laboratories; conveniently integrate these tables into your existing lab or use them as a basis of a freestanding
easily modified new lab.
Sustainable Labs - Altus™ tables extend the
productive life cycle of your laboratory by
maximizing your ability to change locations,
layouts and configurations.
Improved Productivity - The table frame can
be quickly adjusted from 29” to 36” on 1”
increments to easily adapt to new tasks,
equipment and users.

Pre-Plumbing and Pre-Wiring Integrated plumbing, electrical
and data allows for quick and
easy access to services. Altus
Table Systems are available UL
Listed to UL 962 Standards.

Durable - Suitable for multiple applications
and designed to withstand heavy loads.
Adjustable Shelving - Height adjustability in
1” increments delivers maximum adaptability to accommodate the requirements of individual users.
Shelving options include powder coated steel, wood or
glass.
Materials, Coating Finish and
Color - Altus™ table systems are
available in powder coated
steel in a wide variety of standard or custom colors; stainless
steel is an available option.

Overhead Service Solutions - Altus™
tables are equipped to permit
quick, easy, and affordable connection of electrical, mechanical,
and data services for optimized
layout flexibility. Mott offers many
overhead service solutions to meet
your project specific requirements.

Accessories - Altus™ tables can
be configured with many accessories such as keyboard trays, monitor arms, bulletin
boards and shelf task lights to suit your needs.
Storage Solutions - Designed to accommodate suspended, mobile and floor mounted casework; reconfigure the storage space as your tasks change.
Cabinets are available in steel, stainless steel, wood,
and steel cabinets with wood fronts.

Cable Management Solutions Integral cable trays are a convenient and clutter reducing solution
for power and data cable management.
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Altus shown with sliding glass wall cabinets and shelves
Table frames positioned in sitting and standing height

Altus shown with bulletin boards

Mobile Solutions - Heavy-duty swivel
casters have an adjustment knob
for times when you need both
mobility and absolute stability.
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Mobile and suspended cabinets used for storage
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